
desmond  |  camden collection  |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

desmond

exuding casual elegance
with subtle hints of modern design, our Desmond collection’s classically constructed silhouettes are fitted in chic fabrics and craftsman-built using sustainably 
sourced, kiln-dried hardwood. Perfect when used in pairs, this truly versatile lounge seating with simple, sleek lines will blend seamlessly with your décor and 
fits either traditional or contemporary settings. Compact frames provide a burst of style that can be easily placed even in the tightest spaces.

product details
 u Craftsman-built frames are constructed using solid, reinforced,  

laminate hardwood for lasting strength and superior stability.

 u Made in America—this collection was handcrafted by upholstery artisans  
in North Carolina.

 Arhaus upholstery is made using wood certified by the  
Sustainable Forestry Initiative.

 Frames feature a recycled-steel Flexolator suspension system beneath  
seat cushions for evenly dispersed, firm yet flexible comfort.

 u Backrests are sustained by flexible, sinuous springs for resilient  
support and stability.

 Cushion cores are made with dense, eco-friendly foam made partly from 
sustainable, plant-based material.

 Seat cushions are padded with sterilized down, feathers, and poly-fiber  
to create a relaxing, “sink-into” feel.

 u Cushions are wrapped in cotton, down-proof casings to maintain their shape. 
Channel-stitching keeps padding in place for added resilience.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any  
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Chair 
31" w x 36" d x 39" h
Sandoa Pacific 100527CHSP

Ottoman 
27" w x 21" d x 17" h 
Sandoa Pacific XDSFOTS

Finish:  
Fossil

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order:

Fabrics, Leathers, and Finishes  |  Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sandoa 
Pacific

*available by special order


